Mark your Calendars:
Saturday—March 10th
Awards Banquet

When you receive
your invitation,
please RSVP.

Information from Division Chief Jamie Mason
The Firefighter Academy begins on
Tuesday, February 6th at the St. Clair Station.
Listed below are the scheduled classes for the month of February.
Date

Time

Location

Class Title

Comments

2/6

1800—2130

St. Clair 1600

Orientation/Safety

Post: Chapter 1 & 2
Resource One

2/13

1800—2130

St. Clair 1600

PPE/SCBA

Pre: Chapter 6
Resource One

2/20

1800—2130

St. Clair 1600

Communications

Pre: Chapter 3 Resource One/
Sexual Harassment Homework Due

2/27

1800—2130

St. Clair 1600

Fire Behavior

Pre: Chapter 5
Resource One

Duty Shift Stipend checks/deposits will be available to you on:
JANUARY STIPENDS: TUESDAY—FEBRUARY 20, 2018
If you do not have direct deposit yet, PLEASE consider signing up.

Do you have something to contribute
to the monthly Size-Up Newsletter?
If so, please contact Lois at the
St. Clair Station.

The Size-Up Newsletter is a publication of North Lincoln Fire & Rescue District #1. Editor: Lois Smith, NLFR Office Administrator.
Please direct any comments/suggestions to LSMITH@NLFR.ORG.
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LOSAP—Qualified Individuals
October-November-December 2017
Connor Anderson
Rich Ascherl
George Blacketer
Ken Brown
Wally Brown
Shanna Cox
Jeff Cutler
Candice Dickson
Dan Drayton
Lacy LeDoux
Greg Keyte *
Dennis Knudson *
Samantha Konecny
Al Longworth
Dave Moorman *
Loren Nordyke
Bob Schroeder
Ryan Smith *
Jerry Sneed
Doug Strange *
* = Maximum Contribution

Years of Service
February 2018

February Birthdays
Diane Hayes (2/11)
Support Services

Todd King—28 Years
Support Services

Jerry Sneed (2/25)
Firefighter—Station 1500

Rob Dahlman—28 Years
Division Chief—EMS

Candice Dickson (2/28)
Firefighter/Paramedic
Station 1700
Dennis Knudson (2/28)
Captain/Paramedic
Station 1400

Happy Birthday
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Don’t Shoot the MeSSenger
Situational awareness is developed
by combining three component
parts: perception, understanding
and prediction. The first part,
perception, is a process of gathering
information – clues and cues – about
what is happening in the environment around you. Some of those
clues and cues are obvious. Others are subtle. Some
happen right in front of you. Others may happen in places
and at times where you never see them… but others do.
When others bring safety concerns to your attention, don’t
shoot the messenger.

The battered messenger
Once attacked for bringing the bad news, the emotionally
injured messenger will either become fearful, angry or
resentful of the boss. Once gripped with fear, the messenger isn’t likely to bring any more bad news to the boss.
There’s too much risk for doing that.
The angry or resentful messenger is likely to begin
conspiring against the boss – finding a way to get even
for being treated so harshly for simply bringing a concern
to the forefront. Angry and resentful messengers can be
dangerous and they will certain erode any efforts to
develop a safety culture because they could begin to
undermine bosses and do things that are purposefully
inconsistent with safety best practices.

Bearers of bad news

Of course, this response always opens the door for me
to ask more questions about why. If a student has such
significant concerns for safety that he or she would be
compelled to shine the light on their organization’s shortcomings in front of a classroom full of people, why would
the complainant not address the concerns up the chain
of command.
The explanations are fairly consistent. They either fear
their supervisor will become defensive or they believe the
supervisor will be indifferent to the concern. Either way,
such a response is a strong indicator the organization
does not have a safety culture.

A safety
culture

In organizations that have a strong safety culture all
bosses are open to all feedback, good and bad. In
organizations with a flawed safety culture, the bosses
only want the good news brought to them. If anyone dare
bring bad news (i.e., a concern) the boss is quick to attack
the messenger.

Purposefully
defiant

Here’s an example of purposeful defiance. I was doing
some safety consulting for a company that had multiple
facilities. Each facility did similar type of dangerous work.
In one facility the employees wore all their safety equipment properly – hard hats, hearing protection, eye
protection, flame resistant clothing, gloves and safety
boots. In the other facility, it appeared as though wearing
proper safety equipment was optional (which it wasn’t, but
looking around you’d think it was).
The employees who were defiant to the safety policies
and lax with wearing their safety equipment seemed
indifferent to their safety. When I asked about it, I would
hear responses like: “Why should I care, they don’t.” Or
“We’ve got bigger safety issues than me wearing ear
plugs.” Or “Management doesn’t give a rip about us.
It’s all about the bottom line here.” If management doesn’t
care, don’t expect employees to care.

Rich Gasaway’s Advice
If you’re in a management position, and stop taking the
expressions of concern for safety personally, maybe you’re
not in a position to fix the problem. But that does not give
you the right to attack the messenger. A good supervisor
should be an advocate for safety and contribute to developing and maintaining a strong safety culture.

Continued on page 6

During my safety programs I have the exceptional
opportunity to talk with thousands of first responders.
Sometimes those discussions focus on specific safety
Issues or concerns in the organizations represented in
the room. I am continually amazed (maybe disappointed
is the better word) with how many responders will freely
discuss their concerns with me and solicit advice from me.
Yet when I ask them if they’ve addressed their concerns
with their administrations, the answer is so often no.
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Unexpected Stressors
(6)

Overly frequent email checks – how
often do you check your inbox each day?
Science says it’s actually the number of
times we check our e-mail that ups our
stress. Checking three times daily
appears to be a golden number.

(7)

Noise – that you can’t control or don’t like
(smells as well). It is important to find
soothing sounds or quiet each day,
especially if you are sound sensitive.
If you can’t stop sounds, consider
bringing in and listening to calming
sounds.

(8)

Commuting – research shows it can
increase our stress significantly. The
recommendation: learn mindfulness and
use it during commute times. Or listen to
music you love, or engaging books.

(9)

Processed foods – these contain more
ingredients that spike our cortisol
production. Include more whole foods.

It’s all about
BALANCE

Unexpected habits that change our health.....
(1)

Late bedtimes – associated with negative
thoughts, bad moods, worries and overall low
moods.

(2)

Lying – puts the body into defense and disrupts
mental, physical health. It negatively impacts our
digestion as well

(3)

(4)

(5)

Caffeine – excessive amounts elevates anxiety
and blood pressure, makes us more sensitive
to everyday stresses and disrupts our sleep.
Research suggests that 1-2 cups daily has
advantage, more can elevate stress responses.
Alcohol – Alcohol spikes the master stress
hormone – cortisol. This increases our sensitivity
to regular stress as well as interferes with a stage
of sleep (REM - our problem solving stage of
sleep), necessary for feeling capable of managing
life's challenges.
Strenuous exercise – While consistent moderate
exercise is critical for health, overdoing it regularly
greatly impacts high levels of stress hormones and
alters our moods, and can cause us to be overly
sensitive.

As always – start small. Find
one you can work with. It takes
time to integrate new habits,
though you could feel the
benefit of reducing it
fairly quickly.

(10) Dieting – tends to increase stress and
anxiety. Once we begin to label foods as
‘good’ or ‘bad’, we create more stress
and spend more time in defense mode.
Instead, find an eating style that includes
enjoyable and healthy food choices.

How to use this information?


First, notice where you feel good about your
choices. This builds strength in your brain.



Then, find one small change you’d like to
make in one area. Try it on for a month.
See how it goes. Refine it until it feels right
and you notice benefits.



Finally, maintain perspective. Reducing
stress and maintaining health is often a
lifelong journey.



Hang in there! Enjoy the learning and getting
the results!

Information obtained from Robin Rose @ robinrose.com
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New SOG—Please Read

SOG 48
ACTIVE VOLUNTEER REQUIREMENTS
01-2018

Purpose:
To establish a standard for defining members in good standing in order for them to
maintain Active Volunteer status. The District requires 60 hours of training per year for
fire recertification and a minimum standard for alarm response, as spelled out below.
These standards would be measured quarterly. If a member fails to meet the standard for
two (2) consecutive quarters, they would receive a letter advising them of the deficiency
and requiring them to contact the Division Chief of Training / Volunteer Coordinator with
their intentions. The District would consider failure to meet the standard for a third quarter
as the member’s resignation.

Standard:
1. Training


Must attend 2 fire drills per month, 6 quarterly, or



5 hours of daytime fire drills monthly, 15 quarterly, or



Combination of both



Online training may supplement up to a quarter of the required hours

2. Alarm Response


10% of the calls, as measured by assigned response area or by specialty field
(these can be measured by any District-wide response), or



Duty Shifts totaling 96 hours per month, 288 hours Quarterly, or



Combination of both

Situational Awareness
Continued from page 3
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Action items

If you’re in the messenger position, don’t bring problems to
the attention of management without a solution (or better
yet, several solutions). It is easy to see issues and to point
them out. It is much more difficult to offer up viable,
affordable solutions. Help your boss fix the problem. If the 1. Discuss how your organization could develop (or
problem impacts your safety, go all-in for helping to fix it.
strengthen) its safety culture by developing a process
Don’t just go to the boss’s office, vomit, and walk out.
that ensures the messenger is welcomed.
That’s not fair.
In all organizations there are many competing priorities.
Safety, production (or outcomes) and profit (or cost control) are big priorities. Sometimes it’s difficult to balance
all of them. Hopefully safety would be at the top of the list.
Some companies have adopted a “safety first” slogan.
But when asked, the employees will affirm the slogan
does not represent to true priorities. Where safety is truly
first, bosses don’t shoot the messengers.

2. Discuss what good boss and bad boss behaviors look
(sound) like when a message is delivered.
3. Discuss ways that messengers could deliver their messages in ways that are not confrontational and avoids the
appearance of being selfish.
4. Discuss a current safety concern and develop a strategy
for how to get it addressed and resolved.

Compliment people.
Magnify their strengths,
Not their weaknesses.

Situational Awareness information obtained from Rich Gasaway at www.samatters.com.

LISTEN UP: “Everything you say, do, wear, and post—reflects on you as
an individual, your fire department, and the fire service at large!
Act accordingly.

You are always on duty,
represent the fire service with pride.
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A few words from Capt. Jim Kusz
Creating a Health and Safety Culture
Is it possible to make cultural change in the fire service?
Approximately 73,000 firefighters are injured and about
100 firefighters are killed in the line-of-duty each year.
Creating a culture that emphasizes safety and health is
critical to protecting our nation’s firefighters and emergency
responders.
I believe change is possible, but three things need to
happen:

Third
When making cultural change, there has to be a constancy
of purpose over the long haul. Confronting some pockets
of resistance. People need support but also strong
direction to change old habits.

To be successful with cultural change, you can't decide
that something needs to change, mandate that change,
First
but then give up in frustration if the change is not entirely
The change needs to be supported and mandated from the successful in the short run. Cultural change takes time.
top down. Chief Officers need to clearly identify the goals, Unwavering commitment to the desired outcome is the
expectations clear and led through policy, outcomes,
key to success.
and example. The desired change need to be explicitly
communicated and those in positions of authority at all
Firefighters can change, both as individuals and as a
levels, especially company officers, are to be held
group. They just have to understand the value of that
accountable.
change and be effectively led in achieving it. A culture
of safety will result in less fatalities, injuries, and illnesses,
Second
and create a strong, more resilient fire and emergency
The change has to make sense for people to embrace it.
services for generations.
Company officers play a critical role in any effort to change
a culture. They should be included when goals are developed and held accountable when those goals are pursued
Strongly suggest you Goggle and take 40
over the long run. Their commitment, and especially their
minutes to watch Denver Fire Department:
example, are essential factors in any successful cultural
Leadership So Everyone Goes Home and
change in the fire service.
make an honest effort to become part of the
change.
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Humbled and proud

I

had originally planned on focusing this month’s column on our agency’s strategic
priorities for 2018; however, that changed as I was dusting off my fire boots and
washing the smoke out of my clothes in late December.

This is not an uncommon experience for me during the summer months, but it
struck me as quite surreal to be going through this process in the last month of the
year. It made me refocus on the remarkable response of our Oregon fire service
and their commitment to “neighbors helping neighbors” as strike teams from all
over climbed into their 75 rigs to take on the 20-hour drive to a fire situation that
most of them had never experienced.

I (and most other folks) thought that the “fire season” was over in October, so my
November article focused on how our state’s response to assist California in October
was solid proof of how Oregon’s response system proved its mettle.

Oregon State Fire
Marshal Jim Walker

Now, here in January, I feel compelled to recognize the 283 firefighters from around
our great state that responded to the Thomas Fire in southern California.

I want to stress the significance of what our firefighters faced and the contributions
they made. In October, the Central LNU was labeled the most destructive fire in
California history and in December, the Thomas Fire was named the largest fire in
recorded California history.

We were privileged to be asked twice for our support and to work hand in hand
with our neighboring firefighters in dealing with these catastrophic incidents.

Being deployed during a month when many families are planning and hosting
holiday activities made this deployment all the more difficult and all the more
significant.

I am humbled and privileged to have spent my time in California along with Chief
Les Hallman, supporting the men and women who represented their fire departments, Oregon, and the OSFM in protecting, in this case, the citizens of California.

I am not here for me,
I am here for we and we are here for them.
-attributed as the training motto for
the Anchorage Alaska Fire Department

Don't forget, January 27th is Fire Service Appreciation Day in
Oregon. Thanks for all you do!

January 2018
Published by the Oregon
Office of State Fire Marshal

